PROGRAMMER - DEVELOPER (EMBEDDED SOFTWARE)
COMPANY DETAILS
Profile Group has specialized in selection and recruitment for 30 years for a very wide range of companies. Our goal is to help
you in your job search, to optimize your solicitation process and to enhance your skills to succeed in a good interview.
Our client is a Belgian company with a worldwide reputation, active in the industry. It is among the world leaders in its
sector of activity and continues to develop. It provides efficient and innovative worldwide solutions to its customers, thanks
to a whole team of dynamic and motivated employees whom it takes care of.
As part of the development of its activities, we are looking for an Embedded Software Programmer - Developer for its
headquarters located in Walloon Brabant.

FUNCTION
As an Embedded Software Programmer - Developer, you are an integral part of the electrical/electronic design office
and will report to the director of that office. You will have to interact with the other departments (production, sales, etc.).
Your main missions are as follows:
You design, develop and maintain embedded software according to functional specifications
You develop the software architectures
You participate in the equipment choice (uC/uProcessor)
You implement functional safety at the software level (SIL, performance level, etc.)
You continuously manage change requests (JIRAS, DMPP or ECNs) from different sources (engineering, industrialization,
service, customers)
You rigorously use version management tools (Git, Subversion)
You adapt existing tools
You report to your immediate supervisor on an ongoing basis the progress and risks related to the mandates incumbent on
you.

PROFILE
You have a higher education in electronics or industrial IT with multidisciplinary technical knowledge
You have at least 5 years of professional experience in a similar function
You have the following technical knowledge:
Version management and code review tools
ARM architectures
Very good knowledge of C/C ++
Experience in security developments (IEC 61508 SIL, EN ISO 13849-1) is a plus
You are fluent in French and have a good knowledge of technical English

You have the following soft skills:
You are organized, pragmatic and rigorous
You are dynamic, creative, result oriented and take initiative
You have a good team spirit and excellent interpersonal skills
You are stress resistant and show open-mindedness and flexibility in the face of change.

OFFER
A permanent contract within a growing company with an international dimension, where each of its employees plays an
important role
A full-time job (40h/week)
Exciting and innovative work in a dynamic team
A salary commensurate with your skills, with extra-legal benefits.

Placed on:
Mon 3 May 2021
Location:
Walloon Brabant

PROFILE GROUP
Chaussée de Nivelles 62
7181 Arquennes









Interested?
For more information:
Call VIRGINIE HOORELBEKE
at the number: 067/64.47.63





